Rabbit Restrainers

**Acrylic Rabbit Restrainers**
- Curved back plate minimizes injury
- Adjustable vertical head restraint bars prevent rabbit from moving head from side-to-side during ophthalmological studies

These transparent Acrylic Restrainers have highly polished edges to prevent chaffing, especially at the neck. A durable, non-slip floor provides firm footing yet doesn’t tear foot pads upon removal. The neck plate is bisected horizontally. The top half of the neck plate vertically slides within slots and locks into place. The neck opening adjusts from 4.4 to 6.4 cm (1-3/4 to 2-1/2 in) diameter.

Two 19 cm (7-1/2 in) high, 2.9 cm (1-1/8 in) thick head restraint bars slide horizontally to restrain the head from 3.5 to 7.3 cm (1-3/8 to 2-7/8 in). They are secured by tightening two large knobs and are removable if needed. The sliding back plate has a 4.1 cm (1-5/8 in) access hole and is secured by tightening a nylon screw against the floor. Not autoclavable; sterilize chemically or wash up to 82°C (180°F).

The PY2 52-0924 Restrainer is available in a Multiple Restrainer Version. Select from two, four, six, or eight PY2 52-0924 Restrainers bonded in row to a continuous piece of nonslip acrylic. The overall length for each Restrainer is 45.7 cm (18 in).

**Polycarbonate Rabbit Restrainer**
- Completely autoclavable Polycarbonate with stainless steel parts
- Adjustable neck support, rear plate and unique top plate which protects rabbit’s spine
- This restrainer is only for rabbits weighing from 3 to 4.5 kg (6-1/2 to 10 lb)

The rabbit is secured as follows: Remove rear plate and top plate. Open hinged top and place rabbit inside. Each side of the Restrainer has five 7.6 cm (3 in) slots separated by approximately 3.2 cm (1-1/4 in). Slide rear plate in appropriate slots for size of animal. The rear plate has a slotted opening for pyrogen testing. Slide and lock in place curved 2.5 cm (1 in) wide top plate in appropriate slot over animal’s back to prevent injury. Close the hinged top; latch the front of the Restrainer.

Slide the neck plate up and secure by turning two black knobs to adjust the 5.8 cm (2-1/4 in) wide neck opening from a minimum of 5.1 cm (2 in) to a maximum height of 7.5 cm (3 in). To protect the animal’s neck, install the polypropylene half neck collar (supplied) on the upper part of the neck opening. This further reduces the height of the neck opening to 4.1 cm (1.6 in). The minimum restraining length is approximately 23 cm (9 in) and the maximum restraining length is 38 cm (15 in).

The base has a 26.7 x 10.8 cm (10-1/2 x 4-1/4 in) stainless steel floor grid insert with inverted ‘U’ shaped bars for paw comfort and firm footing. Animal wastes drop into either the 12.7 x 29.8 cm (5 x 11-3/4 in) plastic tray provided or tray in Six-Cage Stand, listed below.

**Order #** | **Product** | **Weight Range** | **Restraining Width** | **Restraining Minimum** | **Length Maximum**
---|---|---|---|---|---
PY2 52-0924 | Up to 4 kg (8.8 lb) | 15.2 cm (6 in) | 34 cm (13-1/2 in) | 38 cm (15 in)
PY2 52-0932 | 4 to 7 kg (8.8 to 15.4 lb) | 15.2 cm (6 in) | 36.3 cm (14-1/4 in) | 48.9 cm (19-1/4 in)

**Order #** | **Product** | **Overall Width**
---|---|---
PY2 52-6673 | Polycarbonate Rabbit Restrainer | 34.3 cm (13-1/2 in)
PY2 52-6681 | Six-Cage Stand for up to six PY2 52-6673 Restrainers (not included); a front shelf holds instruments; front casters lock for added security: H x W x D, 91 x 150 x 94 cm (36 x 59 x 37 in); 22.7 kg (50 lb)
PY2 52-6681 | Six-Cage Stand for up to six PY2 52-6673 Restrainers (not included); a front shelf holds instruments; front casters lock for added security: H x W x D, 91 x 150 x 94 cm (36 x 59 x 37 in); 22.7 kg (50 lb)
PY2 59-6950 | Multiple Rabbit Restrainer, 2 | 34.3 cm (13-1/2 in)
PY2 59-6952 | Multiple Rabbit Restrainer, 4 | 67.3 cm (26-1/2 in)
PY2 59-6953 | Multiple Rabbit Restrainer, 6 | 100.3 cm (39-1/2 in)
PY2 59-6954 | Multiple Rabbit Restrainer, 8 | 133.4 cm (52-1/2 in)